PREPARING FOR MOLD SEASON

DO NOT BE ALARMED
Louisiana has been affected by many severe weather events recently and may be affected with the environmental results.

PREVENT MOISTURE WITH PROPER VENTILATION
Be sure the air in your space flows freely! Do not cover air conditioning units as they cause excessive dripping which promotes growth.

DRY WET AREAS IMMEDIATELY
Mold can't grow without moisture, so tackle wet areas right away. Clean up and dry out any wet area spills as soon as possible!

HOW TO DESTROY MOLD STAINS
Bleach solution work extremely well to kill mold. Mix one cup of bleach in a gallon of water, apply to the surface and don't rinse.

CONTROL HUMIDITY AND TEMPERATURE
The other environmental component for mold to thrive is a moist environment. Prevent humidity levels and temperatures from reaching high levels especially in warmer seasons.

REPORT MAJOR SIGHTINGS VIA ONLINE WORK REQUEST FORM
The amount of mold cases within the campus have significantly decreased in recent years, however we understand it effects everyone differently. Please report all sightings via our highly responsive work order request form!